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 Abstract 

The manipulation of media after September 11, terrorist attacks on the World Trade center in New York 

Washington, has a dramatic effect in the world history. Hollywood and Bollywood cinema are the two 

important film industries that remained entre for projecting the attack in its multiple movies depictions across 

the world. Both the cinemas soon after the attack started depicting/stereotyping Islam and Muslims through its 

film projections. The terror of 9/11 spectacles took over live global media for days to becoming an emblematic 

in media history vis-à-vis also became a site of shock, death and destabilization. The events of 9/11 marked the 

onset of a new phase in media world, thereby putting the Muslims and Islam in its stereotypical frame. In the 

films of Hollywood/Bollywood cinema the perception of Muslims and Islam has gotten even more distorted 

than it already had. As a result the perception of Islam has reduced to a point where it has been described as a 

threat to the entire world. A consistent stereotyped association with violence, terrorism, fundamentalism and 

extremism was labeled with Islamic culture. The paper aims to explore the distorted image of Muslims and 

Islam in Hollywood/Bollywood cinema after 9/11 movies, thereby establishing the point of view that how both 

cinemas are projecting Muslims and Islam as ‘Other’. 
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 Introduction 

Hollywood and Bollywood are two of the largest infotainment industries of the world. Every year hundreds of 

movies are being produced and released from these two industries thereby entertaining, educating and 

informing masses across the world on a host of issues ranging from aesthetic to socio-political, cultural and 

religious themes. As regards the influence of media/movies on the minds of people and manufacture of images 

and stereotypes through cinema ,it has been found by the critics and experts of media/cinema that 

Hollywood/Bollywood too tend to produce, manufacture and portray stereotyped images and representations of 

people on the basis of race, culture, religion,and regions. From Hollywood to Bollywood, it has been quite 

evident that religious minorities, LGBTs, women and other marginal groups /identities have been objectified 

by cinema/media thereby producing their images as if they are not humans and are essentialized to the extent 
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that a false image of theirs is made prominent. There has been a debate for a long that the 

Hollywood/Bollywood Industries produces and manufactures an Orientalized/exotic image of Muslims and 

Islam wherein Islam and Muslims are shown full of evil, backwardness and monstrosity and the Western 

civilization is shown perfect, mature, adult and full of goodness. Moving beyond this debate, the same question 

is being debated among critics of cinema and media about Bollywood which in most of its movies projects 

Muslims as the other of the civilized and humane Hindu and an enemy of the Indian nation state-supported and 

funded by its enemies from across the border. This debate has grown stronger after the 9/11 attacks in New 

York. To conduct a thematic and content analysis of select Hollywood and Bollywood movies produced after 

9/11 attacks in order to validate the aforementioned hypothesis. Hollywood and Bollywood responded to the 

political and military scenario of the post-9/11 world thereby producing a good number of movies touching the 

subject of 9/11 attacks, Islam, Muslims, Islam vs West and a host of other issues.  

The paper explicates, that the Hollywood/Bollywood movies are by no means the only type of pop culture or 

mass media in which Muslim representation in general and specifically Arab Muslims are negatively 

portrayed. Islam and Muslims are repetitively delineated as villains or deviant/negative characters in movies 

like Disney, cartoons, computer games, books, radio, television, newspapers and magazines etc. As Jack 

Shaheen, a well-known film scholar and film critic rightly sums up that Arab Muslims are “hardly seen as 

ordinary people practicing law, singing lullabies, driving taxies or healing the sick” (10). Nonetheless the 

article makes references from different styles of mass media and pop culture.  Both Hollywood and Bollywood 

offers a vast and immense field for the scholarship of stereotyped representation of Muslims and Islam since 

they have enormous influences in shaping behavior and attitude of the viewers. Stereotypes have adverse 

consequences in societies at all levels. They not only impact the group being stereotyped, but also affect the 

person who applies and believes the stereotype. For example, labeling an entire race, nation, profession and sex 

etc. with one tag that is fixed preconception that falsifies reality and negates people their individuality and 

diversity. In contrast, people who apply stereotype tend to fall victim to misjudgment and deprive themselves 

of the opportunity to discover the common humanity they share with others and to have relationships with 

others based on rationality and critical judgment. In this regard Nelson Mandela argues: 

 

Stereotypes can arise from, and sustain, intergroup hostility. They are sometimes linked to prejudices based on 

race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, nationality, and just about other social category. They can serve to 

maintain and justify hegemonic and exploitive hierarchies of power and status. They can corrupt interpersonal 

relations, warp public policy, and play a role in the worst social abuses, such as mass murder and genocide. For 

all these reasons, social scientists and especiallypsychologists have understandably approached stereotypes as a 

kind of social toxin (199). 

 

 

Muslims/Islam and Arab characters have been a part and parcel of the film industries from the very beginning. 

“The Hollywood depiction of Muslims/Islam and especially Arabs Muslims, Shaheen argue that the 

background and the history of these groups in movies is not pretty enough” (14). From 1896 till today, the 

directors and producers of the film industries have jointly accused Muslims and Arabs as public enemy and 

represent them as heartless, brutal, uncivilized religious fantasies and money-mad cultural ‘other’ bent on 

terrorizing civilized Westerners particularly Christians and Jews. Jack Shaheen further says that Islam gets hit 

hard in films, increasingly so on in recent decades. The filmmakers have been  regularly link the Islamic faith 

with male supremacy, acts of terror and holy war portraying Muslims and Arabs as hostile alien intruders and 

as lecherous, and their intent is only use nuclear weapons against the non-Muslims. From 2001 to 2008, 

Shaheen estimates that the number of films maligning Muslims and Arabs in one way or other way reached to 

1250.  
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Suleiman a renowned film critic and director, in his research work titled as “Vilification of Muslims: A 

Representation in pre 9/11 Hollywood Movies”. He  states that Hollywood cinema’s stereotype of Muslims 

firmly perseveres with the conception of ‘Otherness’ in order to separate them as primitive, precarious and 

backward  people  that need, and will remain always under the American assistance. Suleiman believes that the 

United States has propaganda to facilitate its political aims and objectives probing why more than ten decades 

Hollywood cinema has been spreading a hostile relationship with most of the Middle Eastern countries. (qtd. in 

Arti. 5). He accomplishes that this has been determined and extremely motivated, particularly when it comes to 

the Arab- Israeli clash. In addition, he traces the origin of American stereotypes of the Middle East to a time 

when the U.S. global influence and oil interests conflicted with Arab Nationalism and bump into the Iranian 

revolution and Islamic influence (5). 

One of the most egregious delineation of violent Muslims with reference to 9/11 is found in Rules of 

Engagement (2000), a film that was produced and directed by William Friedkin, in collaboration the US 

department of Defense (DOD) and the US Marine Corps. At the beginning in the film we see a horde of 

Muslims demonstrating outside the US embassy in Yemen. Bearded men, veiled woman, children chant, wave 

anti- American posters, hurl rocks and firebombs. Helicopters transport marines to the embassy to shield it. 

Under a violent spell from a few shooters, military colonel commands his troops to open fire on the horde. This 

incident exactly resembles the tragedy of jaliwalanabagh pogrom at Amritsar in 1919. In this untoward 

incident the troops were succeeded in slaying eighty three protesters. Initially the outbreak seems groundless. 

An enquiry ensues, revealing that the demonstrators were indeed armed with ammunitions and fired first on the 

marines. What seemed actually like a ruthless butchery of civilians was basically an act of self-defense. The 

investigator after this event uncover an-audio-video footage of a Muslim prior to the attack proclaiming: “This 

is declaration of Islamic Jihad against non-believers and particularly against United States of America, we call 

on every Muslim individual who believes in God to kill Americans and their allies both civilian and military. It 

is obligatory on every Muslim to kill American.” This is how some Hollywood movies malign the image of 

Muslims/Islam by propagating such vilification that increases hate crime relation among the societies against 

the Muslim population. The movie further depicts all Muslims in a mob, even the children, as callous, anti-

American extremists driven by religious radicalism. We are doomed to cheer for the mariners as they vindicate 

in their killing of the Yemeni men, children and women. William Friedkin, the director of the film, affirmed as 

much: “I have seen spectators stand up and clap the film throughout the United States (Green 233-65). 

Moreover the film Rule of Engagement reveals the long-term tenacity and strength of the stereotype of violent, 

detestable Muslims dedicated to abolishing the West espically United States of America. The film ‘works’ 

even without the 9/11 world view. The destruction inflicted by such misrepresentations is much bigger even 

after 9/11 attacks. “During the times of war on terror, Jack Shaheen notes that the armed conflict, this sort of 

defaming meets little confrontation. European viewers see these long-suffering characterizations as endorsing 

the actual reasons for the real world episodes such as the demolition of the Pentagon or World Trade Center. 

After the 9/11 attacks the Arabs and the Muslim villains seem even more factual because of the assumption 

that Muslims are our real world rivals who pounce on us on most of the occasions and with whom we are at 

war in Iraq and Afghanistan (255). There are countless films in Hollywood cinema that malign the image of 

Muslims and Islam in its depiction like in the film From Old Ironsides (1926) and Golden Hands of Kurigal 

(1949) to True Lies (1994),  The Siege (1998) etc. 

In this Article, we have already seen in the above section that how the Hollywood cinema and other forms of 

European media sow the seeds of animosity among the nations. Similarly on the other hand Bollywood cinema 

has left no stone unturned to add fuel to the debates like Islamophobia, Racism, feminism and other 

controversial areas that led the people to get indulged in different illegal actives and the consequences are 

always mass destruction and hatred against each other. For example, recently on May 25th, Minneapolis officer 
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arrested George Floyd, a 46 years old black man, after a convenience store employee called 911 and told the 

police that Mr. Floyd was unconscious and pinned beneath three police officers, showing no sign of health. 

Floyd was mercilessly killed by a callous police officer because of his color is black, the death spew poison in 

‘black Race’ they start waging a war against whites, there is no doubt it would led to 3rd world war. Same as 

the case when mass media put the unauthentic allegations against Islam and Muslims on silver screens that 

obviously bridge a gap between the social groups (Islam 94). In this regard Utpal Dutt, an Indian pioneer 

figures in Modern Indian Theatre comments: 

 

The biggest problem today, therefore, before our cinema appears to be the bourgeoisies who ruled the country, 

as well as the cinema. After the bombshell of Garam Hawa, Sathyu is still to make another Hindi film. In their 

factory in Bombay, they make films as a factory makes soaps and sells it, wholesale or. The masses want them 

that way, they say. In reality they have manipulated the masses to a state of cultural prostration. They have 

exploited the vacuum left by imperialists and turned the full force of their propaganda machine to reduce the 

people to a state of cultural bankruptcy. I have a feeling that films mass-produced in Bombay have the same 

object in view as the linguistic outrages of the ruling classes of India. It is not just a prank or merely a poly for 

profits. It is a kind of cultural imperialism, a juggernaut designed to crush the individuality and distinctiveness 

of the various nations’ cultures of this country. 

 

 

In post liberalization period in India, the expansion of mass media has resulted in the emergency of the largest 

number of commercial and non-commercial television news outlets in the country than anywhere in the globe; 

news reportage was presented through such media channels has direct relationship with politics and other 

derogatory policies in India. Observers keenly point out the peculiar difference in displaying the image of 

Indian Muslims in national and global media. Bollywood media by and large condemned the complete alliance 

of the Taliban, Osama bin Laden and other terrorist activities and more frequently critiqued Pakistan. It 

considered that the high level of helplessness and emotional anger against the US war in Afghanistan was a 

kind of sympathetic reaction of Muslims in India to terrorists. The Bollywood media from time to time has 

questioned the loyalties of Indian Muslims, it has pointed out that they were always more dyed-in-the-wool to 

the Islamic international brotherhood than that of their homeland, and has also seemingly suggested that there 

are handful of examples to counter this viewpoint (Mehdi 30-31). 

In the background of this context, let we categorize some Bollywood movies and examine the projections of 

Indian Muslims in it.   Bollywood cinema is undoubtly as an accessible medium easily available to the people 

not only in India but also among the communities of South Asian diaspora under the condition of globalization. 

Thus any stereotyped image or mythical depiction in Bollywood cinema is not only consumed by the audience 

daily within the borders of India but over the globe. Moreover, in the age of modernization and liberalization, 

the accesses of Bollywood cinema can reach a much wider audience through the medium of local cinemas and 

television channels. However, before emphasis on it and making a detailed analysis of post-liberalization of 

Bollywood cinema, it is prudent to make brief overview of the dominant trend in Hindi cinema to represent the 

Muslims and in this regard we also have to focus on different depictions and consider the ways in which the 

character of post-liberalization mass media has altered since the pre-liberalization period.  

 There are four core key themes that dominate the representational scheme of Muslims in Bollywood 

movies released during 1990s and after: (a) the ‘Muslim other’ as an open rival to the nation; (b) an imaginary 

indication of a ‘Hindu-ized nation’ where the Muslim are reduced to a outranked citizenship prestige;(c) Islam 

and Muslims as an epicenter of terror and turmoil within the state; and (d) a conflation of Muslim-terrorist-

Pakistan (Khatun 41-60). In this regard a renowned film director and producer Mahesh Bhatt comments in the 

following words:  
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 Post-independence Bollywood cinema fashioned its products on this passionately  articulated [secular] 

creed of Nehru. A wide growing example of this is Indian  famous celebrity Dilip Kumar. He is an 

outstanding example symbol of secular  India. The recent revival of Mughul-e-Azam and its grand 

successes globally  proved that the pendulum of public taste has once again swung towards movies  that 

celebrate the pluralism and the free India’s secular creed has moved away  from the super hit Bollywood films 

like Gaddar, which in a very subtle manner  demonize the Muslims and not just Pakistan… According to me, 

the first rotten  phase that Bollywood cinema saw was when, under the name of demonizing  Pakistan, a 

lot of Bollywood films actually took perverse delight in ridiculing and  mocking the Muslim community. 

After this phase the general public having made  one odd film into a big blockbuster, themselves boycotted 

such movies. And it is  unlikely now that such movies will be produced since they do not run at the box 

 office anymore. That remain the most shameful, saddest chapter in the history of  Bollywood film 

projection, which had otherwise been very secular and had  always celebrated pluralism. This only means that 

just as Nehru’s creed and  selfishness was reflected in the films for 40-50 years, it was Nehru’s ideology 

that  sparked on Bollywood films. Because, being what they are, leaders inspire  filmmakers to echo 

what they feel. When the right wing Hindutva  fundamentalists came to power, they could only pass on 

their perversion to film  producers, encouraging them to make more and more films of a new kind of 

 genre, films that made some sort of noise temporarily, but a noise that the people  of India rejected (9). 

   

 

The social universe and the impacts of mass media go hand in hand. If a member of any religious group or any 

minority is consistently projected in a poor manner, its outcome would be often negative and the groups would 

be indulging in disparaging behavior and can bring a gale storm in a society. The Hollywood/Bollywood 

cinema plays an important role in liking the nations around the globe. With the rise of technology and 

electronic communications countries have become more independent and therefore, life style and cultural ideas 

are spread across the globe rapidly (Flammia & Sadri. 08).  

 

 

 

    Conclusion  

 
Hollywood and Bollywood cinema can do much in the way of removing misinformation and 

misrepresentations about Islam and Muslims through their film depictions. The Hollywoodisation and 

Bollywoodisation of Islam and Muslims have etched the image of stereotypical Muslim. Diplomacy can be 

achieved by humanizing the Muslim characters instead of demonizing them. Perhaps it would be best to 

commence my conclusion by elucidating what this paper is not. It is not, and it does not claim to be an 

exhaustive study of the representations of Muslims and Islam in Western media, Hollywood/Bollywood 

movies; nor does it purport to be a complete examination of western attitude and perception regarding Islam, 

Muslims. There is a lot more to be said about the representations of Islam and Muslims in Western media, 

particularly Hollywood/Bollywood movies, than the issues that I have tackled in this paper. My hope is that 

this paper will kindle further dialogues, stimulate critical thinking and motivate other researchers and film 

scholars to undertake this huge project in order to give a thorough understanding of the issue of media 

representations of the ‘other’ and of Islam and Muslims in media. 
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